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Run-off voting Faculty angry with college policies
decides BOC Lawsuit filed against
politics today
By Thomas Lineham
Today's run-off election will
decide the final two members of
the ASC Board of Control.
Last week's election filled positions A, C, and E. Jim Ellis, who
ran unopposed for position A,
drew 396 votes with no major
write-in competition. ·

JIM ELLIS
Bob Fisher with 309 votes
defeated Stan Morse who drew
160 votes for the C slated position.
Fisher agrees with Ellis in the
need for more student input in the
ASC. One idea he hopes to
impll·nwnl is to move student

How should the college be
operated? Who should share in the
responsibility? What direction is
higher education going to take in
the future? These basic questions
are among a number which come
to mind as the faculty pursues its
challenge of the extensive control
of the Board of Trustees.
On March 28th, four groups
representing 95 per cent of
Central Washington State College's faculty, filed suit against the
Board of Trustees in the latest
action in a series of skirmishes
between the faculty and Board.
Local chapters of the National
Socity of Professors (a WEA
affiliate), the American Federation
of Teachers, the American Association of University Professors and

the Faculty Senate have filed suit
charging the Board ·of Trustees
with breach of contract, deprivation of due process and failure to
bargain.
The suit is in response to action
taken by the Board during its
February 28th meeting; the
meeting, the faculty alleged, was
'inconsistent with the provisions of
the Open Meetings Act.' At this
meeting the Board approved a new
faculty code, entitled Draft #6.
Included in the document were a
number of amendments which had
not been accepted by the faculty.
The faculty charged that the
Board of Trustees' action was done
unilaterally and was not, in its
final form, ratified by the Faculty
Senate, and therefore not binding.

Board of Trustees
"The trustees' action_ not only
demonstrates their sheer dis!'egard for the faculty's opinion and
the concept of shared governance,
but also constitutes a breach of_the
contract and a refusal to negotiate
in good faith," said Dr. William
Floyd, NSP president.
Although state workers and
community college faculty have
received the right to initiate
collective bargaining, four colleges
have not. In this sense, the
faculty's suit will be precedent
setting in the state, if won. The
need to collectively negotiate on
an equal footing with the Board
has been something many of the
faculty have felt essential in order
to insure academic freedom. As it
is now, Boards of Trustees at four

year colleges have virtual veto
power over the internal affairs of
their respective institutions.
Dr. Floyd, in an interview with
the Crier, explained his participation: 'Tm concerned about the
philosophy on which the code is
founded, and that denies presently the right of the faculty to be
involved in shared governance." If
the suit is successful, the leg-al
base of operation and the academic
governing structure would change
to allow the faculty full participation in the responsihility of operating the college.
If nothing else, the suit will
serve to clarify the situation.
According to Dr. Floyd it is merely
a matter of time before Central's
faculty will "catch-up with the rest
of the nation."

governnwnt into smallt>r offices

and gam revenue by renting out
the present ASC office.

BOB FISHER
Position E will be filled by
Gordon Wellsandt who drew 300
votes to defeat Roscoe Croskey
with 151 votes. One of Wellsandt's
major attempts will be to get big
name entertainment to the Central
campus.
Sharon Colwell drew 251 to
defeat her two opponents for
position B but did not have the
necessary 268 votes to win the
scat. Her opponents Kevin Ryan
and Ray Lorton drew 169 and 85
votes respectively.

GORDON WELSTANDT
Candidates for position D and
the votes cast were: Arlen James,
156 •. Lyn Johnson, 141; and Craig
White, 186. Both position B and
position D will be voted on again
today. Polling places will be the
same as last week, SUB from 8
a.m.-8 p.m. and Holmes dining hall.

As spring nears, Centro/ students take to the river
. . . . . . .related story on page 6

picture by Mike Mcleod
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President's
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Because we are always pleased to invite new friends and
greet old ones on any occasion, this spring Central will host a
Friends Weekend May 1-4.
This special series of activities is being sponsored so .thlit
parent, alumni, prospective students and friends of Central
may become acquainted. In addition, we hope to explain our
college programs to prospective students and their parents.
With a great deal of enthusiasm students, faculty and
administrators are planning the events. There will be a Ware
Fair where local artisans will offer handcrafted items for sale,
performances of the Central jazz band, campus tours via
hayrides, residence halls open house, series of films and a
dinner dance. There will be arrangements for floating the
Yakima River and opportunities to meet with faculty members.
On Saturday, May 3, the Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
will host a dance in the Samuelson Union Building featuring the
Big Band sound of the 40's.
Spring in our valley is one of the beautiful times of our
college year. We think this will add to the events planned for
"Friends Weekend" and attract many people. We especially
hope that students currently enrolled at Central will use this
occasion to invite their parents and friends to visit our campus.
President J~es Brooks

Valuable silver flute
stolen out of Hertz
A $900 flute was stolen from the
Hertz Hall office of Dr. Bert
Christianson, music professor, on
April V·
The instrument, belonging to
Christianson, was last used on
Monday afternoon, March 31, and
noticed missing on the following
afternoon.
Th e flut e must hav e been sto\en
by somPone who knew it was

thPre, as none of the other
instruments in the office were
touch ed, explained Christianson.
Th e door was unlocked; the thief
had only to walk in and pick it up,
Christianson said. In the 28 years
the professor has been here he has
always trusted students and never
had to lock his door while in the
building. The door is locked now.
Campus police were notified of
the theft. Then they reported it to
Olympia where it w:is entered in a
computer and sent to all police
<:t.ations. Pawn shops and music
stores have also been alerted to

the theft so the flute, identifiable
by its serial number, cannot be
resold.
The robbery is a felony but Dr.
Christianson will not prosecute if
the flute is returned.
"I would appreciate the cooperation of students in keeping their
eyes open for the flute " said
Christianson. Insurance wih cover
$650 of the loss but regardless of
the money it cannot be replaced.
The flute was made between 1931
and 1933 and, according to Christianson, they aren't made as well
anymore. It also has sentimental
value.
The William S. Haynes flute
serial number 15,526, is made of
sterling silver. It is carried in a
black leather French flute case
which is old and oblong, eggshaped rather than rectangular.
Christianson uses the flute as a
teaching instrument and in his
own performances.

Eurail Passes
Bri tra i I Passes

photo by Tim Henson

A tribute to DorothY- Dean

Dean Hall dedication held
Professional Studies.

of the talks brought out that she
expected a great deal from ncl'
students, and they were well
prepared for harder classes because of the thoroughness she
expected. One of her ex-students
is now a doctor working for the
Cancer Clinic in Swedish hospital
in Seattle.
Board of Trustees members Ms.
Katherine Hunter, Paul Schaake,
and Dr. Eugene Brain attended.
Also attending the ceremonies
were President Jam es Brooks, and
Dr. Jam es Erickson, Dean of

Dean Science Hall was dedicated April 11, 1975 in a ceremony
that was held in the SUB before
~50 people.
Dean Hall is named for Professor Emeritus of Chemistry
Dorothy Dean. Ms. Dean was the
guest of honor. She worked at
Central from 1928 to 1968. The
speeches honoring her made it
clear that she was a professor that
cared about her students enough
to give freely of her time to
counsel and aid her students. One

Speaking in honor of Professor
Dean were Janet Howe, representing the · faculty, Dr. Glenn
Warner, M.D., representing students and graduates, and Dr.
Edward Harrington, the Vice
President for Academic Affairs,
representing the a dministration.
After these and other talks,
professor Dean then expressed
her gratitude for the ceremony. A
tour of Dean Hall was conducted
for all who attended afterwards.

Sumnler work experiences offered
and a $3 hourly wage for their
efforts.
"Students can elect to work for
one quarter in this program, then
return to Central to complete their
degree, or embark on what we call
'The Special Co-op Plan' ", Reed
said.
_
The plan calls for a total of one
year's field experience. The freshman and sophomore years are
completed normally at Central,
with the experience beginning the
summer of the sophomore year
and extending through Fall quarter of the junior year. Winter and
spring quarters of the junior year
are spent at Central, followed by
another summer-fall quarter combination in the field, return to
Central for winter and spring
quarters of the senior year, and

Summer quarter work experiences are available through Central's Office of Co-operative Education, according to Dr. V. Gerald
Reed, Co-ordinator.
The work experiences, or "Contracted Field Experiences", (CFE)
are available in many major areas,
and have already provided experience, reference contacts and a
sense of employment direction to
numerous students.
Three students, Sonja Rassmusen, John Belford and Susan
Piccati have been helping establish
a museum at Rocky Reach Dam.
During their CFE, Anthropology
major Rassmussen and Belford,
and Art student Piccati, have been
involved in nearly every aspect of
the museum's establishment.
All three received both credits

graduation in the spring.
"Advantages to this plan include
financial assistance to help pay fo r
your education, experience in your
prospective career to benefit you
in your courses on campus, as well
. as provide more directly relevent
experience, relief from the passive
student role for two refreshi ng
six-month periods of active involvement, and establishment of
career-related contacts whi ch
should benefit you after you
graduate and begin looking for
work," said Reed .
Students seeking more informa
tion on the program offered by th e
Office Of Co-Operative Educat ion
can obtain printed information at
the office, SUB 212, or call
963-3409 to confer with Dr. Reed.

No Additional Cost
All Airlines Represented

& Galaxy Room
925-3167

We've been in business 35 years
under the same ownership.
We appreciate the past business
and hope it continues

4 Blocks
W . of College
!J . S. Hwy . 10
at Jct . of U.S.
Hwy . 97

Ellensburg

Restaurant 962-9977

Galaxy Room - 962-9908

L
The CRIER welcomes letters
t--from its readers for its letters'
column. Letters should be brief
[250 words maximum length] and
typed if possible. For publication,
they must be signed and bear the
writer's address. We will withhold
names, using initials only, upon
legitimate request [no pseudonyms]. We reserve the right to
edit. Letters can be mailed or hand
delivered to the CRIER office,
SUB 218.

Students
e benefit city
To the editor:
How can Jackie Humphries
explain to the public official that
Central students are responsible,
• respectable, young adults? Why
not start with the big brother and
sister program? Or with the
students working in the various
• capacities in our Ellensburg Public
Schools? And what of the ones who
make our summer parks programs
really work out for the kids?
Mr. Public Official, if you fenced
in the campus, the loss would be all
yours. There just isn't any way
Ellensburg and its rural area could
~support your businesses, fill your
rentals, and perform the numerous
volunteer services the college
.People do for you. And while you
are fencing them in, you would be
fencing yourself out of some very
fine musical and dramatic perform~~ nces, sporting events and continuing education found on the
campus.
.
It is unfortunate indeed that one
"eat and run" incident should
carry 100 times the convincing
power of 10 big brothers. As a
local resident and parent of.school
_ ge kids, I realize we _n eed our
college studen.t s. The vast majority of them patronize our businesses, help us out and go about
· ..heir way in a mature and decent
manner.
As an . older member of the
student body, I find my younger
eers to be on the whole helpful,
friendly and tolerant. They are
indeed mature, responsible, respectable, and very useful citizens
1n our community.
Emogene M. Detwiler

11

ERS
None of the candidates in them
received 50 per cent plus one vote
of the total numb9r voting last
week. I would sincerly urge that
all students help fill the BOC by
voting in today's election.
Since the three members of the
BOC who were elected last wee!".:
are not enough to legally conduct
'fo the editor·:
business, we are spending this
The editorial cartoon of 4/10/75
week familiarizing ourselves with
was in very poor taste and not
the ASC office, budget requests
reflective of this college or comand other things that will require
munity's law enforcement athe Boards attention this spring:
gencies and officiers. I object to
The new Board fully intends to
the indiscriminate and malicious
adhere to Washington's open
attack on our law enforcement. If
meeting requirements. BOC meetthe "cartoonist" feels that certain
ings will be advertised and an
officiers or agencies are racists, he
agenda published in each weeks
or she should be specific rather
Crier. I personally hope that
than libel them all.
' students will attend these meetThe relativity of Strand's carin gs.
toon to Central would have been
· Bob Fisher
closer to home had it shown
certain "responsible" students engaged in a food-fight or trashing
, the dorms as is fashionable with a
few. But as all students prefer not
to be labeled with such .childish
The Ellensburg City Council
behavior, all police don't wish to be
voted down a request to refurbish
labeled as murdering racists.
the Davidson Building for senior
This type of emotional irresponcitizens at a meeting April 7.
sibility in editorial cartoons is
Instead, the council moved that
more typical of the underground
the $83,000 in Federal monies be
press than a responsible college
used toward the West Ellensburg
newspaper. I hope you use more
Park.
discretion in your use of such
An appli~aiton for Community
material in the future.
Development Funding requires a
housing assistance plan which
T. A. Smith-Rolfe
must be subject to a public hearing
prior to its adoption. That public
hearing took place on Monday the
7th and the Housing Assistance
plan was approved.
The community development
committee made recommendations
that fifty units be developed ... 25
for low income families and 25 for
To the editor:
low income elderly.
Since this plan was adopted the
As a newly-elected member of
next step was te apply for the hold
the .ASC Board of Control, I would
harmless grant. Then the city
like to take this opportunity to
council was to designate a project
thank all those students who
supported the ASC by voting in
last Thursday's election. I am
acutely aware of the fact that a
few students will not consider the
BOC to be representative due to
the low voter turnout. I, personally, am quite satisfied with the
vote. '!'he 569 students who voted
are almost exactly 10 per cent of
the .students at Central this
quarter. That puts Central on a
par with a nationwide trend
toward low voter participation in
student government elections.

Strand
cartoon
libelous ·

To the ed~tor:
Keitl. Ulrich's opm1on in the
April 10, 1975 Crier, "For those
who might ask me about the
innocent people kili i in South
Vietnam I have no answer. Unfortunately, the threat of deatl:. has
become a way of life everywhere
in Vietnam. Could killings that
havf' taken place during the past
few weeks be any worse than (sic)
those that took place during
United States bombing the
North? ... " brought an immediate

protest to my senses. Is Mr. Ulrich
telling us · that mass murder, for
that is the very real possibility, of
people whose only crime is association or sympathy with the United
States and the South Vietnamese
governments is acceptable? Visions of the justice meted out by
the Nazis! Does the deletion of
'Auschwitz' and the insertion of
'Hue' make mass murder and mass
graves any more palatable? We
need make no assessment of the
rightness of American involvement or its bombing; the im- ·
mediate problem is the man or
woman facing a firing .squad for
what they believe. Can .we afford
to take such a disinterested view
of the proceedings?
Bernard E. Jensen

City Council approves westend park

Fisher ~thanks
voters

THE SOUND'S ON US"

CO.NTEMPORARY ROC.K
NIGHTS 7 - lO

1240

Disinterest
may lead to
'Auschwitz'

95.3

that the $83,000 could be used for.
Councilwoman Janice Clark
moved that the money be used
toward the West Ellensburg Park.
The Community Development
Committee strongly recommended
the low income housing project.
They stressed that it would be
beneficial in three ways: It would
preserve an historic site .. .it would
reduce urban blight ... and it would
provide the greatly needed
housing for the elderly .
Larry Danton spoke for the
Chamber of Commerce saying• its
not the city's place to act as a
landlord. Other downtown businessmen spoke against the
housing plan also.
Hut, after more than an hour of
discussion the council was asked to
vote on the issue by Mayor Earl
Clark.
The vote was six to one in favor
of the money going toward the

West Ellensburg park.
This type of funding may pe ·
available next year, and Mayor
Clark -urged the Housing and
Community Development Committee to try again next year.
But, Mrs. Calvin Johnson, Chairman of that committee said "they
were through ... they quit."
$65 to $95
PER WK/PART TIME

Unlimited earning potential in addressing envelopes at
home. Companies pay top money
for that "personal'' touch. For
further information regarding
opportunities with these companies, send $2 to Phoenix
Advertising, P.O. Box 11707,
Atlanta, Ga. 30305.

VIEWPOINT
Is involvement enougb.J

Money is the issue!
Student involvement in student activities--what is it worth? Is
experience enough? Should students be paid for such involvement or
should they earn credits and not mcmey.
These questions seem to pop up every now and then ·and when
answers are not formulated, they somehow get btµ"ied in the shuffle of
activities, until some relative newcomer to the game again brings them
forth. Such was the case at last week's Board of Trustees meeting.
Associated Students' representatives found it necessary to ask for an
additional $12,000 to supplement the 1974-75 budget. This was not the
normal procedure for securing funds but v;as necessary to augment
funds so that campus entertainment would continue throughout spring
quarter. Within the figure requested, $1,000 was reserved to pay for
saiaries of Board of Control members as well as members of the
Transition Team. This figure was based on $50 per month per individual
involved.
The budget was approved but only after considerable discussion and
answer-seeking by the Trustees. Paul Shaake, newly appointed Trustee,
seemed to spearhead the questioning. He felt that there are many
benefits to be derived from involvement in such activities but that
monetary remuneration was definitely not one of them. He indicated
that he was therefore opposed to salaried ASC positions and felt that
further investigation should be made into the situation.
Dr. James Brooks, Central's President, also added that his concept of
the new government's constitution was that the five member board
would be _ a policy-making body and salaries would be reserved for
those actually carrying out the duti~s designated by the Board.
Dr. Miller, Dean of Students, explained that students spend a great
deal of time at such activities and they should receive something in
return.
Maybe money isn't the answer, but with the cost of living and college
always on the increase, I can see why students are no longer able to
volunteer their time in such activities "for experience only." In many
cases these activities are the outside source of income necessary to stay
in school. In most cases this money is returned to the school in the form
of tuition and housing fees so the college community is certainly not
losing it. In .fact, these activities and the notoriety they bring to the
school, not to mention the new students they bring to the campus, would
seem to make them very profitable to Central.
One solution that seems--in theory--to be quite workable is to give
academic credit for such activities. But in reality, where do we find a
department that is willing to take the time to take a fledgling student
government under its wing and formulate a credit-earning method that
would be of value to the students involved? For example, what good
would it do an English major to get 15 chemistry credits for being
involved in student government?
This is.sue is currently being debated as close to home as the Campus
Crier. The Mass Media Program, due to limited staff and funds, is no
longer able to give laboratory credit for Crier experiences. Therefore,
we are also forced to use the money system as an enticement to join the
staff, and more than once we have lost valuable staff members because
the recompense did not equal the amount of time and work required.
Shaake was ·correct to question what is behind the salaries and now is
the time to do it. I have no objection to this, my concern is that it is time
for a reassessment that is realistic and pratical and that will get us
somewhere ... and that will not again get buried in the shuffle of activities.

JACKIE HUMPHRIES

CRIER
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The Crier gets funnY-

Historical pun
On April 18, 1775, a group of American patriots took a stand at the
Lexington and Concord bridge. This was ·known as "the shot heard
'round the world." Nor only was this the reafbeginning of the American
Revolution, but it was the start of the Industrial Revolution as well.
Since necessity is . the mother of invention, the in.d ustrial complex
bloomed as Eli Whitney began mass-producing muskets for American
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To commemorate these auspicious occasions, the Technology
Department in conjuction with the Scie.nce and Aerospace Departments
has built a space ship. This rocket is to be filled with cattle which the
generous ranchers of Ellensburg have donated. It will be fired on April
16 to circle the earth and return. For posterity it will be known as "the
herd shot 'round the world".
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Food Day
April 17th

Think about the
food you eat.

photos by Dan Powell

According to Wise, the river is
rising several inches each day and
will run at high water until June.
This is the time river rats have the ·
most fun on the river. But it is also
the time of most potential danger.
The danger comes from two
directions, obstacles and the flow
of the current. The obstacles are
· primarily trees and branches.
which individ;µally stick into or
Twenty -five faculty members
overhead the· river, or log jams including representatives from the.
made from masses of trees on the academic schools within the coloutside of bends in the river. To lege have participated - in two
combat the trees, ·the floater is retreats during the present acaurged to stay in the center of the demic year. Cispus Environmental
stream and away from the outside Center near Randle and Camp
of the corners. ·
Field near Leavenworth were the
A major change to the character sites which provided the informal
of the river was made over the atmosphere conducive to brainwinter that may present problems storming and seminar work.
to the floater, old and new. The
Phase I dealt with sharing
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers put teaching skills and techniques with
in a dike and several diver.sion
colleagues while Phase II focused
islands on the corner just above on planning for optimal learning
the spillway on the diversion dam.
and teaching experience as well as
This means that the floater has to services projected to the year
set up for the Roitery Park corner 1987.
and the spillway much sooner than
Supported in part by a small
was needed before the new grant and facilitated by Drs. Pettit
construction.
and Albertson of the college O.D.
One of the problems that Center, ·faculty members developfloaters get into inadvertently is in ed some viable roles in the
the area of equipment. Too ,often following areas: students, faculty,
floaters will buy a raft 'that is a support services, environment and
l?,argain at the cash register, but is culture, campus linkage systems
not quite as good a deal on the and management.
river. A number of rafts are
Phase III of the faculty seminars
constructed out of thin material will take place at Camp Chapparal
and will tear if struck by a stick or near Fort Simco on the approach
sharp rock. Wise said, the best to Mt. Adams on May 9 and 10.
thing to do is to use the new Avon Invitations to college personnel
rafts from the rental shop or buy and students were mailed last
a raft from . a reputable dealer.
·week. The seminar will focus on
Wise stated that he is not trying "'descriptions and expectations disto scare off any prospectiye
cussed previously· with students,
floaters. "On the contrary, the · administrators and. support serriver is one of the most beautiful vice people. in an effort to ·
plac~s to enjoy. There cannot be
cooperate in the JlChievement of
anything more relaxing than an institutional dreams and goals.
all-day trip down the Yakima."
The catalysts - for the three
seminars are the following faculty
members who are identified by the
somewhat ambiguous-title of "The
Informal Group": Jean Putnam,
Physical ~d.; Otto Jakubek, Ge·
ography; Clint Duncan, Chemistry; Frank Bach, Art; _Zoltan
Kramar, History and Ham Howard, Education (Chairman).

Faculty .
memDers
to go on
retreat ·

.

photo by Mike McLeod

River f looting season is here;
emphasis on being careful
By Bill Kirby
Each year Central students take
to the Yakima River for the first
time. Some are lucky to come
back, a fact that worries Don
Wise, Dean of Student Activit~es.
River floating for the novi~e can
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be a lot of fun, Wise said, if a
remain the same month to month.
measure of care is taken even
Second, plan ahead. A raft or tube
before you go out. "It's just great
does not handle like a Ferrari
out there, but you have to know - V-12:it doesn't set up for a corner
what you are doing."
before you reach it, or two seconds
The first thing that the prospecbefore you hit the log jam. And
tive rafter or tuber should do is third, maintain your head. Don't
pick up a copy of "The River
panic--turning into a quivering
Virgin's Guide to Safe Floating," a
mass of jelly won't · help you or
pamphlet written by Central re- your friends.
Wise says that when you do
creation coordinator Mike McLeod
decide that you are ready to go
and available in SUB 102 or in the
Tent 'n Tube rental shop. The out, go with someone who has
pamphlet specializes in local condi- experience. The Tent 'n Tube has
tions and provides a number of been training a number of floaters
to teach t1ie newcomers the fine
rules for the floater.
art of floating the Yakima. InforFirst, look ahead. The river
mation on this service can be had
changes one degree to another
each day. Don't expect the river to from the Tent 'n Tube or SUB 102.

CHILD
and

ROCK·

ROLL BAND

SA TU RDA Y NIGHT FEATURING:
· OSCAR WILDE
ANOTHER ROCK and ROLL BAND

THURSDAY NIGHT
LADIES FREE
WINE NIGHT

NEXT WEEK - EPI CENTER
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 7 5 ct PITCHERS
fREE POOL EVERY DAY

$1249

Johnson's·
925-3146
410 NORTH MAIN

1-5 pfn

Long Dlstance
··a great way
to keep in
touch with
home.
Call this weekend. You both
will be glad that you did.
Costs so little too.

Career possibilities abound
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CENTRAL
Education Symposium nears
RECREATION
A seven-day symposium touching on a wide variety of educational trends will be conducted on
the Central campus beginning May
4.
Several nationally-known speakers, a number of special demonstrations and exhibits and a broad
range of films and panel discussions will be publicly presented
under sponsorship of the -CWSC
School of Professional Studies.
Topics to be taken up include
"special levy problems," "community schools concept," "leisure
services," "aviation and aerospace," "female athletics," "home
economics issues" and "quality
teacher preparation."
The theme "surplus of quantity;
shortage of quality" will be used
for the symposium. While all
sessions will be open to the public,
there will be special emphasis for
college and public school teachers,
administrators and students.
At least six highly regarded
educators from outside the CWSC
faculty will join the sponsoring

CWSC RECREATION
Sharon Mitchell
TENTN'TUBE
963-3537

Weekend Special-April 19 &20-Rent a tent and get free use of a 4 or?
man cook set and Bluet stove. Hurry we only have four tents!
OUTDOOR PROGRAMS AND
TRIPS AND TOURS

For these activities, sign up in the Tent N' Tube rental shop between 2
and 5 p.m. For information, call Jerry Findley or Gary Smith 963-3537.
Olympic ~oop Trip-April 18-20-The Van will go to many scenic points on
~the Olympic Peninsula to view the beauty of Spring! We'll be leaving
Friday at 4 p.m. and will return Sunday around 8 p.m. Cost is $7.50, food
is $2.50. Sleeping bag necessary, tents optional. Limit is 15 persons.
Camping and backpacking in Europe-April 19-Workshop at Bellevue
~ Community College. $2.50 for transportation and $8.50 for the workshop.
Van leave at 6 a.m. and returns by 8 p.m.
Doobie Brothers Concert-Sign up by April 25. The con~ert is May 18 in
Seattle. Tickets $6.25 (Subject to change). Transportation $2.50, leave
• Hertz parking lot at 4 p.m. Space limited to 30.
·
Photography and Wildflower Hike-April 26.
River Float-April 27.
t.'

Co-ed Pool Tournament tonight in the Games Room .
RESIDENCE HALS
963-1511

"We are in an era where change
can come about, where the younger generation can really start
showing their. force," said John
Presson in charge of the upcoming,
second annual Mock Mini-Legisla·
ture.
Between 175 · and 200 students
from 25 to 30 Washington colleges
will be hosted by CWSC. The
event will last four days commencing· Thursday, April 24 .at 9 p.m . .
and will end Sunday, April 27th.
A number of political leaders
will be on hand to gain input from
college students as well as advise
the participants in the fine art of
politics. Among those slated to
attend are: Mike McCormack, Sid
Flanagan, Nat Washington and
Jack Metcalf. U.S. Representative
McCormack will deliver the major
address to the mini-legislators,

Ping Pong Tournament-Singles.and Doubles-April 22 in the afternoon.
Sign up in SUB 102 between 1 and 5 p.m.
·
Pool Rental-The pool is available for rent to campus groups for $10 per
hour between 8 and 10 p.m. on Monday nights.
INTRAMURALS
963-1751

A Fencing Tournament will be announced soon! For information, call
the Intramurals Office-9~3-1751, Nicholson Pavillion 108.
Please be advised that the Co-Rec hours have been changed on the
weekends. The gym and _pool will now be open from 12: 00 noon until 5:00
p;m.
The following is a complete list of the Co-R.ec Hours:
pool---Tues., Wed., Thurs.,---8-lOp.m.
Gym & Pool---Fri.---7-lOp.m. (family)
Gym & Pool---Sat., Sun.---12 noon-5p.m. (family)

Saturday, April 25. at 10 a.m. He
will also-be available to meet with
on an informal basis in the
morning . .
The legislature itself will be
similiar to the structure in Olympia. There will be two houses,
the Senate and the House of
Representatives. Presson · said
that he is encouraging people to
take on the responsibilities of
lobbyists and members of the
press corps, l>esides Senators and
Representatives. He suggested
that the experience involved in
this kind of activity will help
participants understand the political process and subsequently help
"initiate better legislative processes."
All sessions, committee meetings .and addresses are open to the
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Economics Career Opportunities;
Leisure Services; Accident Investigation; Adjusting to the Metric
World; Business Personnel Quality Control. Friday, May 9,
Employability in Industrial Education; Aviation Briefing for College;
A~iation Career Opportunities;
Amateur Aviation and Homebuilts; Home . Economics Issues;
What Now for Female Athletics?;
Indian Education; Values 'Development in Children; Leadership
Development; Surplus of Death?
Shortage of Health?; Community
Schools Concepts; Quality Teacher
Preparation and Teaching; .VocTee Quality and Quantity.
The symposium wrap-up on
Saturday ;May -10, will include an
address by Dr. Pomeroy, from
Washington, D.C. covering the
conference theme, "Surplus of
Quantity;Shortage of Quality," at
10 a:m. in Hertz Auditorium.
Additional information about
the symposium is available from
the office of Dr. James H.M.
Erickson, dean of the School of
Professional Studies. CSWS;

Central to host MoCk ·Legislature;
political leaders slated to appear

GAMES ROOM

••

school staff for addresses or panel
discussion leadership. They
include:
Dr. William Davis, president of
Idaho State University; Larry
Dale, Oregon State University
specialist in early childhood education; Dr. Edward Pomeroy, executive secretary of the American
Association of Colleges for Teach~
er Education; Dr. Dale Parnell,
chancellor of San Diego Community College; Dr. Thomas Ryan,
Western Michigan State University, and Jerry Thornton, Washington Superintendent of Public
Schools' supervisor of community
schools.
An abbreviated schedule of
topics to be explored: Monday,
May 5, Special Levy Problems;
Futurism ·Applied to Education;
Cooperative Education. Tuesday,
May 6, Education Media; Special
Education; Back to Basics. Wednesday, May 7, Industrial Personnel Interviews; Community
Schools Concept.Thursday, Ma:y 8,
Early Childhood Education; Home
·

•

By Doing Your

$hopping At

I

I PRAIRIE MARKO
I
Next to Butterfield Chevrolet

1200 Canyon Road

public. In fact, according to
Presson. anyone can submit a
resolutfon for action.
' Some of the issues sure to be
covered by the 'delegates include:
energy; environment, employment, welfare and education. Last
year's participants suspended time
limitations in order to discuss the
controversial issue, the death
penalty.
.
If a resolution passes the
mock-legislature, it is then relayed
to Olympia, for the real Senators
and Representatives to read.
- -The event is supported primarily from the student participants
themselves. Each person must pay
$32 in order to·attend the four day
affair. A grant from Central of
$700 pays for the administrative
costs.
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Rough·Trode
Columns are a funny deal. They take lots of cooperation. First, I have
to spend a few laborious hours writing th.is thing. Then the paper risks
libel by publishing it. And finally it is your duty to spend a few minutes
reading it. No cooperation, no workee. "The chain is only as strong as its
weakest link" and all that drivel. But why read the thing, you ask. Will
you find insights that you couldn't think of on your own? Not impossible .
but unlikely. Will it put you onto good books and steer you clear of
certain others, thus saving your precious time and money? Maybe. Will
it entertain vou? Probably. So read o'n. Lean back into your St. Vinnie's
sofa, put your feet up on the telephone cable spool and light up a smoke.
Mother's :::10t watching.
Now that your responsibilities are clear, let's talk about a much more
agreeable subject. Myself. You know the usual types that write columns
i.e., demented sorts who hunger for fame, fortune and the love of strange
women (the stranger the better). There's a nifty little quote from
Freud-'s Lectures On Psychoanalysis that pins down those demented
sorts far better than I ever could. Maybe I'll let you have that quote (it's
an absolute.gem) later in the program. Then again, maybe not. Suffice it
to say I'm not like those types. I'm like you. A good guy.
By the bye, this column has mostly to do with books. It would be
perhaps unwise to set forth a "Declaration Of Principles" as the young
Charles Foster Kane did (you know where that got him) but for the
~eat.er part there will be hook reviews when there's books worthy of

attention. A book whose true worth has not been taken may be called up
from the not too distant past to receive the acclamation I feel it's due.
Failing those two courses of action, current representative figures and
events will be related. They might include "The Ungraceful Death Of
Fiction," "Ramjet The All-American Boy," "Thorton The Unreconstructed 1960's Marxist," and "Coach Utzinger's Humanities Slow-Pitch
Team Literally Fights For Its Life In Its Division."
You'll get all this and more just for the effort of reaching down and
picking up a Crier from wherever it reposes. And the column will always
come to you predigested in a style that successfully threads the Scylla
and Charybdis of cloying cuteness and hairy chested masculinity,
respectively. All the near greats of the English language (and some of
foreign tongues as well) will feel their pockets lighter. For example "I am
going to sing for you, a little off key perhaps, but I will sing." It could be
qu~te a quarter.
Current and Recommended:
Ladies & Gentlemen ... Lenny Bruce by Albert Goldman from the
journalism of Laurence Schiller, Ballantine. Read · the book~ see the
movie.
Dog Soldiers by Robert Stone. Houghton Mifflin. To be reviewed next
week. Read it so we can talk about it.
By Stewart McCallister

Entertainment around Ellensburg
Friday, April 18, 1975
8 a.m. F.B.L.A. Munson Hall
9-10:30 a.m. Parking and Traffic
Committee SUB 103
9-5 p.m. Liberal Studies Program
Grupe Center
2-3 p.m.
Staff Meeting, John

Harrison SUB 210
2 p.m. Women's Tennis, U. of
Montana Nicholson Courts
3-5 p.m. Christian Science SUB
104
7:30 p.m. Kiwanis Talent Show
Morgan Jr. High

7:30-9 p.m.
Wizard of Oz
McConnell Auditorium
Saturday, April 19, 1975

3-5 p.m. Joint Student Fees SUB
208
Tuesday, April 22~ 1975
8 a.m. Labor Management Training Munson Hall
10-2 p.m. City Council SUB
Theatre
2-3 p.m. Christian Sci~nce SUB
104
2-4 p.m.
President's Council
SUB 103
3-5 p.m. Faculty Research Committee SUB 207

Comm. SUB208
3:30-4:30 ·p.m. Dean of Social &
Behavioral Science Hertz '- 128 '~
4-8 p.m. Scholarship Dinner Lge.
8-5 p.m. Teacher .Ed. Tests Black
.Banquet Room SUB
107,_108, '109
7-9 p.m. Fencing Club Nicholson
3 p.m. Women's Tennis, U of W
8:15 p.m. Recorder Concert Hertz'
Nicholson Courts
-100
Sund.llv, April 20, 1975
8 a.m. State Dept. of Personnel
Munson
9:30-11:30 a.m. Chi Alpha Grupe
Thursday, April 24, 1975
Center
2-5 p.m. Wizard of Oz McConnell
8 a.m. Wash. State Legislature
Auditorium
SUB
6-9 p.m. SIMS Grupe Center
8-5
p.m. N. W. Assoc. of Teacher1
3-5 p.m. Joint Student Fees SUB
· Ed. Grupe
6:30-9:30 p.m.
E.0.P. Staff 208
3-6 p.m. · Dr. Patton SUB-103
Meeting
SUB
103 5:45-6:45 p.m. Christian Science
7-9 p.m. Campus Crusade for
7-9 p.m.
Square ·Cats
SUB SUB214
.Christ Fine Arts-115,6,7
n
Ballroom
7-9 p.m. International Dance Club
7-9 p.m. Karate Hebeler Gym
7:30-9:30 p.m. Wizard of Oz
Club SUB Ballroom
8 p.m. · Ranch Concert McConnell
McConnell Auditorium
7-9 p.m. Karate Club . Hebeler
Monday, April 21, 1975
Gym
Friday, April 25, 1975
8:15-10 p.m.
Choir Concert
8 a.m. Wash. State Legislature
8 a.m. State Dept. of Personnel
McConn_ell Auditorium
SUB
Munson
Wednesday, April 23, 1975
8-5 p.m. N.W. Assoc. of Teacher
1-3 p.m. V.P. Advisory Council
Educators Grupe
..
SUB 103
8-5 p.m. Supervisors with Option
9-10:30 a.m. Parking & Traffic
3-b p.m. Political Science AssociaGrupe
C & student teaching
Comm. SUB - 103
tion SUB 107
3-5 p.m.
Joint Student Fees
2 p.m. Vernon B.C. Band Concert
Hertz - 100 .
-i'
2-3 p.m. John Harrison Staff
Sam's Place
7:30 p.m. Youth Ballet McConnell
Engaged Couples Retreat Munson'
Eyang~ljstic Life Style· Training
·
Conference Munson
116 E. 4th Ellensburg, Wn
925-9134

FOUR
SEASONS
SPORTS CENTER
No. 1 in Sales, Service and Repairs
on bicycles in Central Washington

ESSAY .
_ SERVICES
--

Three factory trained mechanics

Guaranteed
lowest repa·ir prices in town

Send now for latest catalog. Enclose $2..00 to cover return post·
age.
$2.75 .,.,. page
ESSAY SERVICES
57 Si>adina Ave., Suite #208
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

f416) 366-6549
Our research sarvlce Is 60/d
for reS1N1rch auistlll'IC• only.

Canipus representatives
required.
Please write.
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Mac Davis in Seaffle, Alice in N special

t·

P,..,·

Well gang, I really don't know what to say but somehow I was
recruited out of retirement back into this position of Arts and
Entertainment Editor. I started to feel like Frank Sinatra on the second
or third go around. But that as it may, let's make the best of it.
Tickets for this concert west production are available at Seattle's
Fidelity Lane Ticket Offices, phone (206) 624-4971.
Almost back-to-back to Walsh, singer-songwriter Mac Davis comes to ·
the Seattle Coliseum for a -concert Thursday, May 15 at 8:30 p.m.
A country poet with a rough-hewn, mellow voice, Davis has had smash
hit recordings with tunes like "I Believe In Music," "Baby Don't Get
Hooked On Me" and "Stop and Smell the Roses." An extra point of
interest, Davis has been labeled by the music industry as _The Song
Painter, a prolific composer who has written hits for Elvis Presley,
Kenny Rogers, and Bobby Goldsboro.
As a change from the usual back-up band routine, comedian Fred
Smoot, who has toured with the Fifth Dimension and Neil Diamond, will
open the show.
·
Tickets for the concert, a KJR and Northwest Releasing event are on
sale at Seattle's Bon Marche and Shoreline Music.
For all sky pilots, Central's Department of Theatre and Drama is
planning to present the "Wizard of Oz" in McConnell Auditorium April
17-20. The production is part of the CWSC Childrens Theatr~ program
which is under the direction of Jim Hawkins of the Department of
Drama.

A

&
E

"This is an Oz you haven't seen before," promises Hawkins. "If
you're not high when you get to the theatre, you will be when you leave."
The stage settings by Dee Torrey of the drama department are
constructed to involve the audience.
·
After the Ellensburg performances, the group will travel to Olympia
to be featured in the Olympia Junior Programs, and then to Yakima for
another series of Junior Progral'!ls.
Something even more cosmic than the Wizard of Oz, is Alice Cooper's
television special "Welcome t<? My Nightmare" to be shown Friday, April ·
25. This program should really be weird since the program will star the
king of shock rock in a theatrical musical narrative in which he is lured
by sinister Vincent Price through an eerie world of fantasized creatures.
Cooper performs musical selections from his latest LP album "Welcome
to My Nightmare," on which the presentatiop is based.
Perhaps something even stranger than Cooper's music is the fact that
he is also a golf nut. However, he admits that he is a devotee of the ·sport,
is a 16 handicap golfer, and has a fitful time sleeping when a tee-off time·
is in the offing, even though he has completed an evening performance
followed by three or four hours of viewing late night horror shows on
TV.
That just about wraps up this week's offering of trash, I mean ·
entertainment. Actually, I feel kind of good about writing this spot, ·
knowing at least three people read it. Myself, the copy editor, and Dr.
Jobn Baird
Street.

Color television servicing course opens
Two special two-week workshops designed to develop skills in
performing and teaching color
television servicing will be conducted ,on the Central Washington
State College campus here this
summer.
Sponsored by the Consumer

'

Products Division of the Electronics Industry Association
(EIA), the workshops will be
conducted through the CWSC
Office of Continuing Education.
The first and basic course will be
June 16-27 with the second, a more
advanced section, from Ju!y 7-18.

Four credits will be given to
th3se completing each workshop
with tuition, equipment and matterial costs at $60.
Information about the workshops is available from J.E. Baldi,
CWSC Office of Continuing Education.

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
ENDS TUESDAY

LI.BERTY Theatre

MATTSON'S
HI Fl STORE
ELLENSBURG
4th A PINE
"925-4606
AUNIVlRSAl PICll.llE llfHNICOl.OR" PANAVISIQN•·

STARTS WEDNESDAY

Don't Miss!
OUR GOAL IS TO PROVIDE YOU WITH
THE WIDEST POSSIBLE SELECTION OF
THE BEST AUDIO EQUIPMENT AT THE
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES
[AS LONG AS IT IS LEGAL, OF COURSE]

WE WILL GIVE ONE YEAR FREE
SPEAKER EXCHANGE
COMPLETE CREDIT AVAILABLE ON
EVERYTHING
WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL
IF ANYONE ADVERTISES THE SYSTEM YOU BOUGHT FROM US AT A
·LOWER PRICE [WITHIN THIRTY .DAYS],
WE WILL REFUND THE DIFFERENCE IN
CASH

WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS'

~@aflll!l~
OPEN 6:45 925-4598
PLAYS Through TUE.

The VILLAGE

WE WILL . MEET OR BEAT ANY
SYSTEM PRICE QUOTE FROM ANYONE
WE HAVE A LIFETIME SPEAKER
GUARANTEE ON ALL SPEAKERS

APRIL 23rd

SERGIO LEONE

presen1s

~~~mm
··~~··
IMll~~
A UNIVERSAL RELEASE · TECHNICOLOR" PANAVISION" ~'®Ji

Western Shows
at 7:00 Only
'Admission
$1.75

. Suspense Co-hit 8:50 CLINT EASTWOOD

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
... an Invitation to terror...

Co-Starring

JESSICA WALTER . DONNA MILLS

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO
in Washington Territory
By Ray Smith
This is a series of vignettes of
Washington State pioneer life,
written by Ray Smith of Ellensburg, a professor of humanities
at Central Washington State
College. Smith's hobby is reading
old state newspapers, either in
the original or from microfilmed
· records from the Washington
State or University of Washington libraries. His series is
designed to get the reader in the
mood for the 1976 Bicentennial
celebration -

liay Smith

COLUMN NO. 9 - One H111dred Years Ago

During the successful "Air Day," local high school students participate
in a rap session on ecology.
photo by Tim Henson

Air

Day sponsored by local students

April 2nd was "Take Care of
Your Air Day" here in Ellensburg.
Three 9th grade health classes
from Ellensburg High School
joined together in encouraging
people to not use their cars on
April 2nd.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 daysl.
·

With only four days in which.to
prepare, the students' goal was
the cooperation of everyone in
Ellensburg. Ecology Day was
promoted on radio, television,
sandwich boards and downtown
windows. They spoke to the
Kiwanis, Elks and the Rotary
Clubs. They interviewed people
downtown and even . telephoned
everyone in the Ellensburg telephone book.
On Avril 1 & 2 the students
placed a counter on 8th and

Chestnut. On April 2 there were
1,792 fewer cars than the day
before and there were twice as
many bikes· at their school. They
were also supported by one biker
who rode 12 miles to work and also
by Gov. Dan Evans who walked to
work in response to the letter they
had sent him.
When asked what ·they thought
now that it was all over: "We feel
pretty good, knowing it was a
success." Will they do it again?---a
resounding YES!

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.

Need
inexpensive

child care?
TUES. -Foose Tournament
cash prizes
THURS. -Cheapo High Time
$ 1.00 Pitchers
.25 Schooners
.50 Schooners of wine
.25 Hot Dogs
Would you like some good,
inexpensive child care for
your one-year old to your six
year old [even transportation
from kindergartens]? Call t;he
Ellensburg Day Care Center
at 925-3772 or drop by at the
Multipurpose Room in Brook
lane Village. Rates are set
according to your income.
Remember-we do take your
children as young as 12
months.

SUN. -Free Pool

$ i .00 Pitchers
Many thanx for your participation
at our Grand Opening.
Oldies but Goodies April 24
Get Cornerstoned

A hundred years ago, or
thereabouts, in Washington
Territory, the Legislature met
on a biennial basis. There had
been annual sessions for a time
in Olympia and the change to
sessions once every two years
had prompted The Olympia
Transcript to comment as
follows:

temporary message:
Every person who shall sell or
give to a minor or person under
the age of eighteen years, intoxicating or spirituous liquor,
without the written permission of
the parent or guardian of such
minor, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor ...

We presume all the politicians
have severely lost by it (the
change to biennial sessions).
They have not had the opportunities usually enjoyed to invent
and carry on petty intrigues;
build up parties on the wrecks of
those less fortunate; concoct and
carry into execution plans for
benefitting one section of the
territory to the injury of another;
passing obnoxious laws which
they would be ashamed of when
they came to face their constituents at home; and putting at
defiance all the laws of justice,
honesty and morality by midnight carousals.

I do like that bit about
written permission since all
my children are undereighteen
and it would be so easy to send
them to the store with one of
those perrrpss1on slips although my wife has tried to
assure me that such reform
would ·never work in our
complex world.
The legislature passed laws
in 1873 and 1875 which prohibited _ duelling,
prizefighting, roulette, house of
ill-fam~. squaw dance houses,
squaw brothels, mad houses,
gambling
houses,
racing
That's powerful prose some of
horses on public h~ghways,'
which might almost be used to
selling or giving away liquor
on election days, and hogs
dt:scribe latter-day politicians.
Hut laws give a fair picture
running at large in the town of
of a society and it's good at
Snohomish. I'd like to tell you
more about that last one in a
times to peruse the session
laws of the past. For example,
later column.
in the session laws of 1873 o n e - - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - - _ .
finds in the criminal code a
section which reads:
Every person who on purpose,
and of malice aforethought,
shall unlawfully disable the
tongue, put out an eye, cut or bite
off the nose, ear, lip, or other
member . of any person, with
intent to disfigure or disable such
person, shall be deemed guilty
of malicious mayhem . ..

Washington Territory a
hundred years ago was a
society in which malicious
mayhem was fairly common.
Doc Maynard was known to
have engaged in that primitive
sort· of plastic surgery known
as sewing a nose back on after
a fight.
Statutory rape was defined
as follows:
any person of the age of fourteen
years and upwards who shall have
carnal knowledge of any female
child under the age of twelve
years. either with or without her
consent, shall be adjudged guilty
of the crime of rape ...

The laws on
interesting but
on minors and
citing for its

seduction were
I think the law
liquor is worth
obvious con-

The
scientifically
advanced,
nutritionally sound
Weight Watchers program
can help you lose
unwanted pounds.

Wednesday 7:00 pm
Thursday 9:00 am
(opens April 24)
Washington State
Jaycees
600 Mountain View
Ellensburg
For further
information
call 800-562-6962
.WEIGHT ®~WATCHERS®
<i

WEIG"'T WATCHERS ANO
ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF WEIGHT WATCHERS
INTERNATIONAL INC GREAT NECK NY CWEIG'1T WATCHERS INTERNATIONAL 1971

CATALOG ·
FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS FOR 1975-76
Students planning to· apply for
financial aid for the 1975-76 school
year are asked to pick up their
application forms in the Office of
Financial Aid, Barge 209. Although the deadline dates have
passed, the Office of Financial Aid ·
will continue acceptfog applications and awards of aid will be
made as funds allow.
SUMMER NDSL LOAN
APPLICATIONS
The deadline for picking up
applications for summer quarter
National Direct Student Loans is
April 18, 1975. To qualify for a
loan, applicants must have been
enrolled spring quarter, 1975, at
Central. Pick up your applications
at the Office of Financial Aid,
Barge 209. Deadline for submitting the application is May 2, 1975.
HEARING SCHEDULE
JOINT STUDENT FEES
COMMITTEE
· 1975-76 budget request
SUB208
AGENDA - April 21st
Men's Athletics - Adrian Beamer, 3 p.m., Women's Athletics Betty Hileman, 3:30 p.m.; Recreation & MIA - Mike McLeod, 3: 45 ·
p.m.; Campus Crier - Alan Taylor,
4:15 p.m.; Intertribal Club - Don
Woodcock, 4:30 p.m.

FENCING CLUB
Every Wednesday evening
starting at 7 p.m. in Nicholson, .a
fencing practice and discussion
concerning future objectives of the
club is held. Those interested in
joining should have at least one
q1;1arter of fencing to their credit.

every Thursday evening at 7 p.m.
for a Bible study. The Chi Alpha
house is located at 1009 D Street
across the street from Hertz.
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWS
PLACEMENT CENTER
April 23 - Aetna Life & Casualty,
Insurance-claims, marketing, under writ ing.
Major ope n.
Teaching positions interviews:
April 28 - St. Helens, Ore.; April
29 - Mead School District: May

CHI ALPHA
What is Jesus doing in your life
on campus? You are invited to
share with us every Monday
evening in fellowship at 7 p.m. or

AGENDA - April 23rd
New requests not submitted as
of April · 14, 1975, 3 p.m.
CHEERLEADING
All students interested in cheerleading for the1975-76 year should
sign up in Mr. Harrison's office,
Barge 303 by April 21. Candidates
must be in academic good standing .
and enrolled for the '75-76 school
year. Additional .information is
.available in Barge aoa~ --

.. -- -----

EXAMINATIONS-FOR CIVIL
SERVICE POSITIONS
The last Civil Service Examination (PACE) will be given May 10. .
The deadline to make application
for this exam is April 20. Application booklets may be picked up at
the Placement Center Barge 105.
RAHAi
"O Son of Light! Forget all save
me and come with My spirit. This
is the essence of My command,
therefore turn unto' it." From the
writings of the Bahai Faith,
Firesides, Wed. 3-5 p.m. in SUB
107.

FALL QUARTER STUDENT
TEACHERS
Students requesting a student
teaching placement during fall
quarter 1975 should come to Black
217 to up-date their applications
by April 18, 1975.

SECRETARY II
$280.50 - 358.50 per month.
Half-time 11 month position in the
Political Science -Department.
Posted 4/14/75, down'4/25/75.

COOK II
$650 - 832 per month. Permanent
instr uctional year position in Holmes Dining Hall. Posted 4/14/75,
down 4/25/75.

•

AMPLIFIERS

The perfect hi-Ii.starter unit.

The new standard
or h·i-li performance.

aD PIONEER® SA-5200

.{1J} PIONEER® SA-9100

Integrated Stereo Amplifier

Integrated Stereo Amplifier

Another great value from Pioneer, the SA-5200 uses the
latest and most advanced circuitry, including direct-coup:ling, for outstanding performance. Its 13+ 13 watts RMS
(8 ohms) both c.hannels driven, at 1KHz, handles two pairs
of speaker systems with minimum distortion . There's complete flexibility -with connections for a phono and two auxiliaries. Loudness contour and a headphone jack add to its
versatility. The perfect match for Pioneer's TX-6200 stereo
tuner. $139.95 with walnut cabinet.

AGENDA - April 22nd
KCWS - Hugh Davis, 3: 15 p.m.;
Cheerleaders -John Harrison, 3:30
p.m.; ASC Areas - Board of
Control - Don Wise, 3:45 p.m.;
SUB Areas - Board of Control Don Wise, 4: 15 p.m.

1-2-Portland School District, Ore.;
May 2 - Gladstone High School,
Gladstone, Ore. Please check with
the Placement Office for further
information. Sign up sheets are
posted one week before the
interviews are to be held.

·~-

Never before has there been an integrated amplifier with
such power, precision and performance. Two separate
balanced powet supplies use an unbelievable 30,000 microfarads total capacitance for absolute stability and excellent
transient response. Twin stepped tone controls, plus a new
tone defeat switch custom tailor listening with 5,929 tonal
combinations. Direct-coupling in all stages (not just power
amp) provides wider dynamic range and incredibly low
0.04% (1 watt) THD/IM distortion. 65+65 watts· RMS (8
ohms) both channels driven, at 1KHz. Accommodates 3
pairs of speakers. Maximum number of inputs/outputs. 2way tape-to-tape duplicating and monitoring; plus many
other features. $449.95 . with walnut cabinet.

-

Great hi-Ii starts h'ere.
(\D PIONEER® SA-8100
Integrated Stereo Amplifier
Designed to meet the most exacting hi-fi . demands, the
SA-8100 provides 44+44 watts RMS (8 ohms) both channels
driven, at 1KHz. Using two separate balanced power supplies, there's complete- stabiiity and superb transient response. Four stepped tone controls allow 2.5dB adjustments
for the-entire audio sp.ectrum. Exclusive direct-coupling in
all stages assure the finest transient response, wider
dynamic range and low, low THD/IM distortion. 0th.er refinements include: tone defeat switch, speaker protector
ctrcuit, level set control, tape-to-tape duplicating and
monitoring, hi/low filters. Outputs for two pairs of speakers;
two inputs for all program sources. $349.95 . inc_
l uding
walnut cabinet.
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We carry t~e full
line of

{V} PIONEER®

stereo components
and accessories.
Check them out ••• at

~

TEREDCRIFT
408 N. Pearl; 925-2830

Send no\N for latest catalog.
Enclose $2.00 to cover.return postage.
$2.75 per page ·.
ESSAY SERVICES
.

.

Box 1218 Niagara Falls,
·NY USA 14302
. OurresOOrch seNice is sold for reseal-ch assistance only.
Campus representatives required. Please write.

oe Hobeny; 99 years
and still trucking
By Debra Neagle

Joe Hobeny with great-grand- ·
children on his 99th birthday.

Joe H~beny, of Haven House Nursing Home, celebrated his 99th
birthday last week and it didn't phase him at all.
He sat quietly in the recreation room amidst the tissue paper and
punch bowls and asked, "What's all this big fuss about?'.! When he was
told that it was his birthday and there was going to be a party, Joe just
laughed. Turning his balding head to one side, Joe asked with a twin~\e
in his eye if his hair was parted straight in the middle.
Joe;s stepdaughter, grandchildren and greatgrandchildren were
attendance at the party and they brought Joe daffodils and candy. Most
of the residents of Haven House were also brought to the party which
was celebrated jointly with Mrs. Gertrude Dillon who turned 98 a couple
of weeks· ago.
Mrs. Dillon wanted to be sure that her age wasn't confused with Joe's
alle. She said. "I'm not 99 YET!"
When they lit the two birthday cakes Joe chuckled and said, "Oh_no, I
don't have wind enough to blow out the candles." But with the help of
1\'.(rs. Dillon the candles on both cakes were estiriguished.
Joe began working as a telegrapher for Northern Pacific Railroad in
1893. He worked for the railroad all his life and can still drum out
messages on the table top.
He lived independently until two years ago when he moved into Haven
House and he is still quite active.
When asked if he has any advice or sage words of wisdom to give to
young people, Joe thought for a moment and then replied, "Nope,
because I never used it."

Mrs. Gertrude Dillou on her 98th
birthday.

Legal rights of women
Concertnext\NednesdOy
topic of free workshop
The legal concerns and rights of
women will be explored in a free
public workshop in Ellensburg's
Morgan Junior High School library
during four consecutive Wednesday evenings beginning April 23.
Sponsored by Central's Office of
Continuing Education and the
Kittitas County Action Council,
the workshops will be conducted
from 7 to 10 p.m. April 23 and 30,
and May 7 and 14.
Such topics as credit, divorce,
wills, insurance and employment-with particular emphasis on women's rights--will be discussed
during the workshop.
Alice Yee, coordinator of Women's Special Programs at CWSC,

will direct the workshop sessions.
-Pre-registration for the workshop is necessary and may be
accomplished by mailed submission of registration forms contained .in a workshop brochure or by
telephoning the CWSC Office of
Continuing Education or the Kittitas County Action Council.
Speakers for the workshop will
include Dr. Lawrence Danton,
professor of economics; Tony
Vivenzio, Olympic Legal Aid Services of Port Townsend; Jerry
O'Gorman, CWSC retirement and
insurance officer, and Darlene
Hendrickson, assistant professor
of sociology.

A recorder and guitar concert
will be given by 15 students and
instructors on Wednesday April 23
at.8:15 p.m. in Hertz Auditorium.
The performance will include
classical and contemporary pieces
explained Dr. Russell Ross director of the program.
Ross explained that the recorder was most popular in the
15th and 16th c~nturies so most of
the music for it is old. However, he

said, "I am not satisfied just to
leave these instruments with the
music that was concieved for
them." We are trying to "bring
them up to date," Ross said.
A recorder is a wooden relative
of the flute. Often Ross explained,
in public schools students first
learn to play the recorder to learn
basics and are then transfered to a
"real" instrument. The recorder is
being revived however.

Classes are taught in the music
department for those interested in
the recorder.
Electric guitars and a bas€
guitar will be used in the concert,
as they go well with the ·r ecorders
stated Ross.
_Admission to the conc~rt is free-.

4th ANNIVERSARY SPECIALS
from

ELLENSBURG
Y AMAHA·HUSQV ARNA
The lic111t like S1l1 In T..n
DT175

WILLIAMS

~o

·&REEIHOUSE .I &IFTS
Phone 925-Mll

Nevv Selection
Glazed, handcrafted pottery .
Hanging planters
Dish planters
Glazed saucers

DT250

SPECIAL $829

·(lio
....... "''' ' •

SIC~~

RD2 50

SPECIAL $1029

·r:a.

~ -, ~Q)
SPECIAL $999
RD350

Full line of house plants
WITH THIS COUPON

10% off
on anythfng
in the store

rrl(

$1229

SPECIAL $1059

197 4 Motocrosser5 MX 100

(#10

rqcula.rl'rhrS725

SPECIAL 1625

ELLENSBURG
YAMAHA-HUSQV ARNA
400 w. 5th .. 925-9330

Wonder Muffler
Emission Control Center

Ty Gorton

SOUTHEND
AMOCO
711 Sout.h Main St.

925-1152

Lifetime Guaranteed*

Wonder Muffler
We have your
muffler in stock
and ready for

·

IMMEDIATE
IINSTALLATION.

so

INSTALLED
Most American compact ~ars. · Larger cars
at comparable savings.

Come in during our Grand Opening for a FREE CHECK-UP of your entire
exhaust system. Remember, a noisy muffler isn't the only indication of
a faulty exhaust system. You'll get friendly expert service, the quickest
installation and GUARANTEED SUPERIOR QUALITY ... all at an incredible low price. Every MUFFLER and TAILPIPE ·is made to last a lifetime.
We guarantee it! Drive in today and see why WONDER MUFFLER
Emission_ Control Centers are the fastest growing chain in the world.
We service Chevys, Fords, Plymouths, Buicks, Pontiacs, Cadillacs and all
other G.M., Ford, Chrysler, American Motors and foreign cars!

· CUSTOM PIPE
BENDING and
WONDER SHOCK
ABSORBERS at equally low prices.
EMISSION CONTROL CENTER
~If

a Wonder Muffler or Tail pipe should ever fail during normal use, for as long as you own your car,
it will be replaced absolutely FREE at any Wonder Muffler Center. No installation or labor charge.

A slow curve ball breaks over the outside
corner of home plate. "Strike three." The umpire
cocks his right arm backwards, signaling the out.
"What the hell!" shouts Central's second baseman
Ty Gorton. "That was below my knees." "You're out." The
umpire smiles and motions to the 'Cat dugout.
After the game Gorton explained about batting O for 4.
"I'm not too worried because I have confidence in myself.
Each time I go up there is a new time. at bat. Besides, ·
there's a lot of games left and I'll start hitting."
Gorton's confidence seems to follow him everywhere.
Fresh out of Kelso High School, he decided to turn down
'2. scholarship to play ball for Washington State
university, and attend Lower Columbia Community College.
Insanity you say? Gorton only grins.
"I wanted to sign a pro-ball contract out of a junior college,"
he admitted. But after a disappointing-season, Gorton's anticipated
contract vanished. His LCC coach received the head coaching job
down at Oregon State University, and Gorton followed
on a scholarship.
That season at OSU, Gorton made the transition from the outfield to
second base but was dissatisfied with
the baseball program.
"Baseball wasn't any fun down there," he reminisced.
"There was no team ball and the players couldn't play relaxed."
Frustration and the need for change
turned Gorton's attention towards Central. "I played smmer ball
following my one year at OSU, and quite a few guys on the
team were thinking about coming over here,
so I started looking into it," he explained.
"I had talked to coach Frederick out of high school and ·he
kind of impressed me. I liked the approach
he took so I decided to bag
OSU and come over here."
Gorton, in · his first year at Central, set school records
in' the runs scored and hitting departments. He smashed out
51 hits in the '74 season to set the record,
and crossed home plate 35 times to tie Bill North's record.
Yes, Bill North, the base stealing threat for the World ·
Champion Oakland Athletics.
"The 51 hits was the most important to me. I struggled
for it. If I got super hot the rest of this season I could
break it," Gorton noted with a determined smile. "I would only
need a nine for 10 batting streak to pick myself back up."
In the batting cage Gorton goes to work on the outside
curve. "Damn it, I'll hit that pitch yet." Determination stalks
the ball. "It's got to be there
and come natural," Gorton sighs.
Releasing himself from the batting cage, Gorton talks about
the Central club. "I really think we're going to get to Nationals.
The team is full of talent, especially our pitching, and right now the team
has a great attitude. We're cruising along and hot."
Gorton's desire to win generates his unusual excitement about playing
~he game. "I love to compete,
especially when I'm batting against the pitcher, but heck I hate
to lose, hate to lose. There is no worse
feeling in the world than to lose."
Gorton steps back into the batting cage and recalls
being tossed out of a game in -Yakima last season. "One
of my team-mates was cussing at the umpire for calling a foul
ball down the line. I saw the ball hit the chalk and rounded
third base heading for home when I noticed
the umpire signaling foul ball. I only said 'hell' and he
turned and gave me the boot."
It seems the umpire was guilty of mistaken identity.
Jim Christenson

CRIER
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Women breeze to win
Riggs, Kiehn qualify
by Vicki Sunpson

were Kiehn's second place in the
Pam Riggs and Melanie Kiehn long jump; R,i.ggs' first place in the
220 yard dash; Cary Burrell first iri
brought the number to four from
the javelin with a throw of 132-7
Central's women's track team who
3/4; Nancy Watchie second in the
will be going to nationals by
High jump with a jump of 4'8";
qualifying at the Central Invitational track meet last weekend. - Mary Petree secono place and
Bobbie Catron fifth place in the
Riggs qualified in the 220 yard
discus with throws of 129'1" and
dash with a time of 25.8 and kiehn
109'5 3/4, respectively; Watchie
qualified in the long jump with a
second, Sandi Fraser fourth and
jump of 17'3".
Dawn Taylor sixth in the 400
Central won the meet with 131 112
meter hurdles with respective
points, while Pacific Luthern had
times of 1:17.6, 1:17.7 and 1;19.4;
75, Eastern Washington 65, UniRandi Berwold second in the mile
versity of Washington 54, Western
Washington 51, University of run with a time of 5:53.9; Kathleen
Idaho 42, Witworth 36, Yakima Kilpatrick second in the 100 meter
Valley College 25 112, Spokane Falls hurdles with a 15.8 time; the 880
medley relay team of Laura Jones
Community College 11 1/z, Nazer~
ene Women's Women's College 4 . Linda Murphy, Kilpatrick, and
Annette Anderson sixth place
and Skagit Valley College 1/z.
The 'Cats results in the meet
with a time of 2: 12.4; Riggs firs~

'Cats fall to Eagles
Jim

~etenson

Central's track team turned in
some "super individual ,performances" last weekend in Cheney,
but failed to penetrate Eastern
Washington College's overall team
depth, and fell to the defending
EvCo champs, 90-64.
"We had about ten lifetime bests
on our team and I'd wager they did
too," said _Central's head track
coach Spike Arlt. "They got the
win but they know we didn't give
it to them."
Senior sprinter Pat Fitterer
recorded Central's only double win
in the 100 and 220 yard dashes.
Fitterer surprised the heavily
favored Eagle sprinters to break
the tape in the 100 with a 10.3
clocking, and came back in the 220
to recor d . a perso~al best time of
22.6 .•
The 'Cats distance runners
outscored the Eagles 17-10 in their
three races, including a sweep of
the three mile. Mike Anderberg
fought off two opponents down the
backstretch of the mile to win with
a personal best time of 4:22.5, and
Jim Perry recorded his life-time
best in the half mile with a second
place clocking of 1:55.6.
'Ernie' Turner led the Central
one-two-three charge in the three
mile with a winning time of
. 14:o7.2. Bob Johnson and Bill
Ardissono were close in pursuit
with respective times of 15:04.4
and 15:07.
In the shot put the magic 50-foot
barrier was surpassed by 'Cat
Mike Daniels as he bettered his
life-time best distance with a first
place heave of 50'7". Daniels also
recorded a personal best in the
discus, tossing the plate 157'6" to
grab second place.
Jl.,reshman pole vaulter Dave
Brooks continued to improve in his
specialty by soaring to a life-time
best heighth of 14 feet, and placing
second behind an Eagle vault of
15'.
Central ·entertains Western
Washington College and Eastern
Oregon College this Saturday in a
tri-meet starting a 11 a.m.

EWSC 90 - CWSC 64
Hammer - Gruver · (CW) 151-0;
Olotola (EW) 146-8; Henry Midles
(CW) 137-11.
.Long jump - Hodges (EW) 22'8
1/4"; Walter (EW) 22'6"; Jeff
Hocker (CW) 21'10 112".
.Shot put - Daniels (CW) 50'7";
Dick Nunez (CW) 47'4"; Knight
(EW) 44'13/4".
Javelin - Hopley (EW) 224'8";
Badgley (EW) 2~1'9"; Van Matre
(EW) 204'.
High jump - Mitchell (EW) 6'6";
Teller (EW) 6'6"; Dave Heglunil
(CW)6'3".
Discus - Thompson (EW) 160'2";
Daniels (CW) 157'6"; Mitch Ringe
(CW) 155'4".
Triple jump - .Willie Lampe
(CW) 45'7"; Walter (EW) 45'3":
Hocker (CW) 44' 3/4".
Pole vault - Siliday (EW) 15';
Brooks (CW) · 14'; Mayfield·
13'6".
440 reelay - Eastern,
Central, 43.6.

and Sally McKenzie third in the
440 yard run with 1:00.1and1:05.5
times, respectively; Berwold first
in the two mile tun with a 13:26.7°
time; the 440 relay teams of Kiehn
~ue Nevins, McKenzie, and Rigg~
fu:st a~d Sue Mason, Murphy,
K1lpatr1ck, and Jones fourth with
respective times of 51. 7 and 56.5;
Nancy Ehle third in 880 yard dash
with a time of 2:44.2; and the mile
relay teams of Kiehn, Jones,
McKenzie, and Riggs first and
Taylor, Fraser, Murphy and
Anderson sixth with respective
times of 4:38.1 and 5:07.7.
"I was reallv oleased with their
performances," replied Jan
Boyungs. "Their conditioning and
our track program is really paying
off."
"It was our kind of day and our
kind of meet and our athletes did
their thing," said Boyungs. "Each
girl improved over the last meet
with Kathleen Kilpatrick knocking
two seconds off her 100 meter
hurdles while Bobbie Catron
added six feet to her discus mark
- and Mary Petrie added a couple
more feet to her distance in the
discus."
Th.e team will be competing
ag:amst Eastern Washington on
Saturday in Cheney.

Central's Rondi Berwold leads a
group of women 2-milers in last Saturday's Central
Washington Invitational. Berwold finished first in
13.26.7 as the 'Cats totaled 131 for the team title.
[Photo by Fred Morris]

FOUR
SEASONS
SPORTS CENTER
925-9134

116 East 4th Avenue

In Central Washington
for Bicycle Sales & Service
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*Peugeot
* Motobecane

41.7;

Mile - Anderberg (CW) 4:22.5;
Greenman (EW) 4:22.8; Barbero
(EW)4:23.·
120 high hurdles - Dahl (EW)
14.4; Bill Freeburg (CW) 14.8;
Nate Worswick (CW) 15.0.
440 - Baille (EW) 48.7; Berta
(EW; 49.4; Don Hartman (CW)
50.0.
100 - Fitterer (CW) 10.3; Vache
(EW) 10.4; Brown (EW) 10.4.

WILSON

880 - Sobotta (EW) 1:54.2; Perry
(CW) 1: 55.6; Richards (EW)
1:56.0.

Tennis Racket
(pre strung)

440 int. hurdles - Dahl (EW)
52.8; Tom Clark (CW) 55.6; Flatt
(EW)55.7
220 - Fitterer (CW) 22.6; Cossette (EW) 22.7; Brown (EW) 22.7.
Three mile - Turner . (CW)
14:57.2; Johnson (CW) 15:04.4;
Ardissono (CW) 15:07.
Mile relay - Eastern, 3:20.4;
Central 3:23.7.

Ja~k ~ramer

Stan Smith
Billie Jean King

SAVE $16.05
Reg.

SALE

s4s.oo

iAbove-trame only $26.00]

TENNIS
CLOTHES

Dresses

Tops

Shorts

Shoes

•

$31.95

OUR NEW MILK PLANT IS OPERA TING

MILK

Grade A Milk

.

Chocolate Milk

MILK

and

2 % Past-ho

MILK

Pasteurized

MILK

Homogenized
67¢ l /2 gal

MILK

WINEGAR
_
419

Yummy

w.
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Food Coupons Accepted

15th
· 8 Blocks west of Nicholson Pavilion

925-1821

